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Wing Panel Design with Novel Skin Buckling Containment Features

G. Houston\(^1\), D. Quinn\(^2\) and A. Murphy\(^3\)
Queen’s University Belfast, Belfast, N. Ireland, BT9 5AH

and

F. Bron\(^4\)
Constellium Technology Center, 38341 Voreppe, Cedex, France

The impact of Buckling Containment Features on the stability of thin gauge fuselage metallic stiffened panels has previously been demonstrated. With the continuing developments in manufacturing technology such as welding, extrusion, machining and additive layer manufacture, understanding the benefits of additional panel design features on heavier applications, such as wing panels, is timely. This compression testing of thick gauge panels with and without BCF has been undertaken to verify buckling and collapse behaviour and validate sizing methods. The experimental results demonstrate individual panel mass savings of the order of 9\%, and wing cover design studies demonstrate mass savings of the order of 4 to 13\%, dependent on aircraft size and material choice.

I. Introduction

To improve the stability and reduce the mass of metallic stiffened panels local skin bay Buckling Containment Features (BCF) have been proposed and experimentally demonstrated for thin gauge fuselage applications [1-4]. The introduction of panel skin bay BCF can increase the out-of-plane bending stiffness at the skin bay centre, significantly increasing the local initial buckling resistance, and resulting in increased performance typically accompanied with a reduction in the number of initial longitudinal buckle half-waves. Thus rather than buckling as a plate the panel skin bay will now buckle as a panel supported elastically on its edges by the larger lateral and longitudinal stiffeners. The
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available published experimental and computational analysis on the application of prismatic buckling containment features to thin gauge, low loaded, fuselage panels has suggested potential mass savings of the order of 15% [1]. Moreover the introduction of more design variables offers improved opportunity for local structural optimisation to local in-service loading [4]. This in turn will increase the potential to fully employ advances in manufacturing technology such as welding, extrusion, machining and additive layer manufacture, and new metallic material generations with improved stiffness, strength and durability properties. However to date no published data is available on the behaviour and potential benefits of additional panel design features on thick gauge panel applications such as those found in aircraft wing structures.

Thus this paper initially examines the static strength performance of integral metallic panels with an ultimate design load of 1500 N/mm. The experimental work focuses on two sets of compression test specimens, manufactured from aluminium-copper-lithium alloys and machined from thick plate, benchmarking the initial buckling and collapse performance of panel designs with and without BCF. The experimental results enable the validation of developed analytical structural sizing procedures to further understand the behaviour of BCF, considering a range of panel ultimate design loading. Based on the validated structural sizing procedure further analysis of the potential mass saving within idealised upper wing cover designs is evaluated, quantifying the benefits and defining the limitations of BCF to thick gauge panel applications.

II. Background

Significant percentage improvements in terms of panel weight and manufacturing cost, referenced to structural designs entering production now, are sought by the major airframe manufacturers for future aircraft. The combined targets constitute a significant challenge for both composite and metallic panel solutions. For metallic solutions the targets can potentially be best met through combined material, manufacture and design developments. In particular, the introduction of new manufacturing approaches have the potential to reduce manufacturing time and increase material buy-to-fly ratios, but additionally, they also enable the cost effective production of complex panel geometry. Herein near term manufacturing technologies are of interest, for example, high speed machining from near net shape plates or extrusions, built up via advanced welding processes [5-6]. Longer term enabling technologies may include wire based additive layer manufacture [7-8] or metal power deposition techniques [9]. To date the subtractive nature of machining from near net shape material introduces a low cost opportunity for local design features and published research has focused on using these design features to control panel local skin bay stability and durability:
Local panel design features introduced to control skin bay stability

The design of stiffened panels subjected to compression and shear loading during service must take into consideration the various buckling behaviours the panel may exhibit. For typical aircraft panel structures a number of buckling modes must be analysed, including buckling of the skin between the lateral and longitudinal stiffeners. Previous plate [10-12] and panel studies [13-16] have shown that local stability behaviour can be tailored by using non-uniform skin thicknesses. By further developing these principles it has been proposed that replacing the conventional uniform thickness skin bay with a reduced scale stiffened panel structure can potentially improve the structural efficiency of the skin element and provide additional design variables to enable improved local optimisation of the panel skin component [17]. As demonstrated by Quinn et al [1], the introduction of relatively small prismatic unflanged blade skin features within panel skin bays can significantly modify initial stability behaviour and improve both the initial buckling, and post buckling collapse performance. A series of initial experimental and computational studies on thin gauge structures, representative of typical low loaded, post-buckling aircraft fuselage components, demonstrates that by using additional skin features as panel Buckling Containment Features (BCF) panel initial buckling performance could be improved by up to 87.2%, and ultimate panel collapse performance improved by up to 17.7% [1]. The improvement in skin local stability is accomplished by designing the skin and additional skin features to initially buckle together as a combined unit between the typically larger primary longitudinal stiffeners and transverse rib or frame features. For these preceding studies, this modification of the skin local buckling behaviour is reflected by a reduction in the number of observed longitudinal buckle half-waves in the panel skin bays [1, 4, 18].

Furthermore, additional studies by Quinn et al [2] demonstrate that the introduction of non-prismatic, or off-axis orientated additional skin features can also effectively tailor panel local buckling behaviour and performance. Experimental and computational analyses, again on relatively low loaded, thin gauge panel structures exhibited improvements in both local buckling performance and ultimate panel collapse performance of a magnitude similar to those observed using prismatic blade additional skin features [2]. Additionally, to enable utilisation and application on typical aerospace stiffened panel components, Quinn et al [4] also proposed a method to enable initial static strength sizing of panels with additional skin features. The developed methodology relies on Finite Element analysis to generate bespoke skin buckling coefficients for simply supported plates with various skin and skin feature geometric combinations. The generated buckling coefficients are then used within traditional analytical buckling analysis methods in a manner that limits the modification to the conventional aerospace panel initial sizing process. To date,
the developed analytical sizing method has been validated solely for prismatic skin features within a low loaded, thin
gauge stiffened panel design space.

Local panel design features introduced to control skin bay damage tolerance

In addition to panel buckling performance, fatigue and damage tolerance performance must also be considered
when designing a stiffened panel if it is to be subject to cyclic loading during service. Similar to the potential to tailor
buckling behaviour, it has been proposed that replacing the conventional uniform thickness panel skin bay with a non-
uniform thickness or adding distributed design features can also improve the fatigue crack growth behaviour of aircraft
stiffened panel components [19-22]. In experimental and numerical studies significant decrease in fatigue crack
growth rates have been demonstrated [19, 21], considering both thick (wing) and thin (fuselage) skin thicknesses. The
initial published results indicate that multiple regions of skin thickness variation, or crenellations, which are
dimensionally wider than they are thicker, offer significant potential for improved panel life performance, with fatigue
life gains of up to 100% observed [19]. Further experimental fatigue crack growth analysis on representative thin
gauge fuselage stiffened panels demonstrated fatigue life gains of up to 63% when introducing prismatic blade skin
features [3]. The introduction of these ‘crack containment features’ retard the growth of a crack by locally altering the
stress intensity across the skin bay, whereby stress intensity reduces as the crack progresses into a containment feature
and increases as the crack leaves the feature. Over the entire skin bay the net consequence of the local crack growth
deceleration and acceleration through the skin features is a reduction of the global plate crack growth rate, and
subsequent increase in fatigue life.

Whether the local skin bay features have been designed to control skin bay damage tolerance or stability, they
have the potential to impact on panel buckling and collapse behaviour. However the relative scale of the local skin
bay features to the gross panel dimensions will influence the impact level. To date experimental and computational
studies focused on static strength have considered only thin gauge panel structure with relatively low ultimate design
loads and low post-buckling ratios. Thus understanding and quantifying the sensitivity of thicker gauge panel design,
with higher ultimate design loads and higher post-buckling ratios, to local skin bay features is a significant knowledge
gap.
III. Experimental Validation

This section describes the experimental validation exercise whereby four sub-component specimens are manufactured and tested under compression loading for the purpose of validating developed analytical BCF analysis methods.

Test Specimen Design

A total of four specimens have been designed and manufactured for experimental test under compression loading. All specimens were designed for an ultimate collapse load of 1500 N/mm, representing the mean critical compression load on the upper wing cover of a single aisle aircraft. For all designs initial skin buckling and material yielding was not permitted to occur below specific load levels (87% of the ultimate load for buckling and 66% of the ultimate load for material yielding). These constraints match typical aerospace design requirements. The experimental specimens represent the minimum mass panel designs that simultaneously satisfy the ultimate collapse load, skin buckling load and material yielding requirements. For the four specimens the ultimate collapse load and the buckling constraint are the critical design drivers, whereas the yielding constraint is noncritical with the ultimate collapse load and skin buckling load requirements preventing material yielding below the specified limit. Two aluminium-copper-lithium alloys were used, an experimental high strength alloy (designated AL-HS) and a high damage tolerance alloy (AL-DT). Each material family includes a conventional panel and a panel containing Buckling Containment Features.

Figure 1 demonstrates the four specimens, where all specimens measure 1100mm in length, representing a full central rib bay and two outer half bays. Two representative rib features are attached to the panels for the purpose of replicating boundary conditions within the wingbox environment. Laterally, each specimen comprises three primary stringers with a fixed stringer pitch of 112.5mm and four skin bays. Specimen A is a conventional panel made from AL-DT with uniform thickness skin bays and prismatic T-section primary stringers. The rib features comprise a flat shear web fastened to integrated standing rib feet, as shown in Figure 1. Specimen B is an AL-DT panel with T-section primary stringers. There are two prismatic blade BCF in each skin bay, each of which measure 9mm in height (24% of primary stringer height) and 2.3mm in thickness (108% of skin thickness). As with Specimen A, the rib features comprise a flat web fastened to integral rib feet. The BCF are blended into the integral rib feet at each rib location. Specimen C is a conventional AL-HS panel with uniform thickness skin bays and T-section primary
The rib features represent a typical integral shear web and rib foot component fastened to the panel. To facilitate attachment to the panel via standard aerospace countersunk fasteners, the skin bays are locally thickened directly under the rib-panel joint locations. Specimen D is an AL-HS panel with T-section primary stringers. Again, the rib features represent typical rib shear web and foot geometry fastened to the panel in a manner identical to that of Specimen C. Two prismatic blade BCF are present in each skin bay, each measuring 10mm in height (31% of primary stringer height) and 2mm in thickness (100% of skin thickness). The BCF run the length of the panel continuously, passing through additional mouse holes located on the attached rib feet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Specimen</th>
<th>Design CSA (mm²)</th>
<th>Measured CSA (mm²)</th>
<th>Panel Mass (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specimen A</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>2273</td>
<td>6.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen B</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>2028</td>
<td>6.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen C</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2118</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen D</td>
<td>1794</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>5.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specimen Manufacture**

Specimen panels and rib features are integrally machined separately from the aluminium alloy plate using a three axis milling machine and standard aerospace tooling and processes. Once manufactured the specimens are assembled using 6.35mm diameter titanium alloy Hi-Lite fasteners to attach the rib features to the stiffened panels. Once manufactured all specimen dimensions are measured to assess machining accuracy. The specimen plate sections, primary stringers and BCF were scanned for initial geometric imperfection patterns and each specimen accurately weighed. Table 1 details the manufactured specimen masses and cross sectional areas. All manufactured specimens are marginally heavier than designed. Examining both the global and local specimen machined geometry, the additional material corresponds to skin and BCF being thicker than designed. For the conventional panels, Specimen A and Specimen C, this increase in mass is +1.02% and +0.86% respectively. This additional mass is more evident on the BCF panels, where Specimen B and Specimen D are oversized by +3.1% and +4.6% respectively. Considering the equal target design load constraint that all specimens are subject to, the specimen range represents different design solutions, each of varying mass. Within the AL-DT family Specimen B is 10.5% lighter than Specimen A, and within the AL-HS family Specimen D is 11.1% lighter than Specimen C.
Figure 2 presents initial out-of-plane displacement imperfections measured on the skin side of each specimen using a Co-ordinate Measuring Machine. All specimens exhibit approximately similar geometric imperfections, with a single half wave curvature along the length of the specimen in the stiffener direction and a single half wave curvature across the width of the specimen. In all cases the direction of the curvatures are ‘stiffener-out’, that is to say the specimen panel imperfection is convex. Analysing the magnitude of the total curvature parallel to the primary stiffeners, the maximum out-of-plane imperfections are 0.16%, 0.27%, 0.26% and 0.34% of the specimen length for Specimens A, B, C and D respectively. Observation of the out-of-plane imperfection plots in Figure 2 indicates that these curvatures are most prevalent in the outer rib bays. When considering only the curvature in the key central test section between the attached rib features, the peak magnitudes are significantly lower; 0.06%, 0.06%, 0.03% and 0.07% of the specimen length for Specimens A, B, C and D respectively. The specimens with BCF exhibit higher imperfection curvatures than the conventional specimen. This may be attributed to the lower skin thicknesses and more intensive machining processes associated with the BCF designs.

Experimental Procedure

The specimens were tested in a load controlled 1500 kN capacity hydraulic testing machine. During test the rib features were restrained to prevent specimen out-of-plane displacement at the rib locations, while allowing the specimens freedom to end shorten, as shown in figure 3. Out-of-plane displacement along the panel longitudinal edges was also constrained within the test fixture to ensure that the outer skin bays behave as closed bays, also demonstrated in figure 3. A reinforced epoxy resin base (60 mm thick) was cast on to each specimen loading end. Once cast each specimen was marked and strain gauged in preparation for test. Strain gauges where located to assist in the determination of initial plate buckling and post-buckling collapse behaviour. Two calibrated displacement transducers, one either side of the specimen, were used to measure specimen end-shortening. To capture plate behaviour a three-dimensional Digital Image Correlation system was used (VIC-3D, Correlated Solutions) to measure skin out-of-plane displacement during the tests. The specimens were compression loaded in load control, at a rate of 5 kN/min until failure occurred.

Experimental Results
Table 2 presents the experimentally measured initial plate buckling and ultimate panel collapse loads for Specimens A to D. For the determination of initial plate buckling, the parabolic strain differential method \[23\] was used with strain data from back-to-back gauges located at the same point on all specimens (the centre of the left hand central plate bay, as viewed from the panel un-stiffened side). Figure 4 presents the load versus end-shortening curves, illustrating specimen pre- and post-buckling stiffness. Figure 5 presents fringe plots of both specimen skin buckle modes captured from the Digital Image Correlation system. Figure 6 presents the specimen deformation mode as visually captured at the point of ultimate collapse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Experimental Failure Load (kN)</th>
<th>Analytical Failure Load (kN)</th>
<th>Failure Load Variation</th>
<th>Experimental Buckling Load (kN)</th>
<th>Analytical Buckling Load (kN)</th>
<th>Buckling Load Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specimen A</td>
<td>780.2</td>
<td>726.8</td>
<td>-6.8%</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>-3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen B</td>
<td>764.2</td>
<td>735.7</td>
<td>-3.7%</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>-4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen C</td>
<td>771.2</td>
<td>742.5</td>
<td>-3.7%</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>-7.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen D</td>
<td>758.4</td>
<td>733.8</td>
<td>-3.3%</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>-7.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specimen A**

Specimen failure occurred at 780.2 kN by way of combined global stringer flexure (stringer out) and localised yielding of the stringer. Considering the number of effective skin-stringer units on the specimen to account for the influence of test boundary conditions and uneven distribution in the number of primary stringers and skin bays, the specimen failure load corresponds to a normalised panel loading intensity of 1646 N/mm. Initial skin buckling occurred at 685 kN, 88% of the specimens ultimate collapse load, with the central plate bays buckling anti-symmetrically into four longitudinal half-waves. This specimen exhibited a skin post-buckling mode change at 97% of the specimens ultimate collapse load, when five half-waves developed, more or less simultaneously, in each of the central bays.

**Specimen B**

Specimen failure occurred at 764.2 kN (1651 N/mm) by way of combined global stringer flexure (stringer out) and crippling of the stringer. Initial skin buckling occurred at 713 kN, 93% of the specimens ultimate collapse load,
with the central plate bays buckling anti-symmetrically into two longitudinal half-waves. The specimen maintained two skin buckle half waves through to panel failure.

*Specimen C*

Specimen failure occurred at 771.2 kN (1594 N/mm) by way of combined global stringer flexure (stringer in) and localised skin yielding. Initial skin buckling occurred at 654 kN, 85% of the specimens ultimate collapse load, with the central plate bays buckling anti-symmetrically into four longitudinal half-waves. The specimen maintained four skin buckle half waves through to panel failure.

*Specimen D*

Specimen failure occurred at 758.4 kN (1549 N/mm) by way of combined global stringer flexure (stringer in) and localised skin yielding. Initial skin buckling occurred at 728 kN, 96% of the specimens ultimate collapse load, with the central plate bays buckling anti-symmetrically into two longitudinal half-waves. The specimen maintained two skin buckle half waves through to panel failure.

Analysis of all four tests indicates that all specimens satisfy the ultimate load requirement (1500 N/mm), the initial buckling requirement (not below 87% of ultimate load) and the material yielding requirement (not below 66% of ultimate load). When considering ultimate loading intensities, the BCF panels matched the performance of their conventional counterparts, Specimen B collapsing within 0.3% of Specimen A (while being 10.5% lighter) and Specimen D collapsing within 0.3% of Specimen C (while being 11.1% lighter). At initial skin buckling both BCF panels initially buckled at higher loads that their conventional panel equivalent, Specimen B buckling +7.7% of Specimen A, and Specimen D buckling at +13.5% of Specimen C. The BCF panels demonstrated typical skin buckling behaviour, although with fewer longitudinal buckle half waves than the conventional panels. Additionally, the failure mechanisms of the BCF specimens are also consistent with those of their conventional equivalent designs. The only observed variation in specimen failure is that in addition to the localised skin yielding detected under the primary stringers on both conventional and BCF specimens, the BCF specimens also demonstrated localised skin yielding in the centre of the skin bays. These higher skin strain levels are a direct consequence of the significantly higher buckling loads of the BCF designs. Collectively, the series of experimental tests demonstrate that, when applied to thick gauge
wing type structures, the addition of BCF has the potential to offer more lightweight design solutions. Moreover, the initial buckling and ultimate collapse behaviour of thick gauge BCF panel structure is also consistent with that of traditional panel structures, and similar to that observed on thin fuselage gauge structures [1-2,18].

Analytical Analysis

Based on standard check stress techniques and procedures, a series of empirical and semi-empirical methods are employed to analyse the initial buckling and ultimate collapse performance of conventional stiffened panels under compression, tension and/or shear loading [24-27]. As detailed by Quinn et al [4], a tailored version of these analytical methods, adapted to facilitate skin BCF, can be used to analyse the initial buckling and ultimate failure performance of BCF panels. Table 2 presents the predicted initial skin buckling and ultimate failure loads of all specimens as analysed using these analytical methods. The experimentally measured material properties and measured dimensions after manufacture are used for the validation of the analytical analyses.

When compared to the experimental data, analytical analysis of Specimen A under predicts both initial skin buckling and ultimate collapse by 3.8% and 6.8% respectively. For Specimen B initial skin buckling and ultimate collapse predictions are conservative by 4.1% and 3.7% respectively. Initial buckling and ultimate collapse for Specimen C are again under predicted by 7.9% and 3.7% respectively. For Specimen D initial buckling and ultimate collapse are under predicted by 7.2% and 3.3% respectively.

Predictions of panel initial buckling and failure is consistently conservative, to an acceptable level of accuracy, for all specimens. The accuracy of BCF panel performance predictions (Specimen B and D) for both ultimate collapse and initial skin buckling is equivalent to that of the conventional panels (Specimen A and C). The developed analytical analysis methods may be considered validated for thick gauge panel structures, thus enabling additional design studies to further understand the full potential and/or limitations of BCF on more highly loaded, wing level aircraft structures.

IV. Panel Design Study

This section presents a study where single skin bay/stringer panels are sized both with, and without BCF to evaluate the sensitivity of mass savings to design loads, material properties and stringer pitch.
Panel Design Space

The design studies are performed using the validated analytical sizing methodology presented in [4]. The panel units designed comprise a single stringer and adjacent skin bays. All panels are optimised for minimum mass, subject to critical compression design load intensities ranging from 500 N/mm to 4000 N/mm. Panel units are also checked against non-critical tension (450-3600 N/mm) and shear (75-600 N/mm) loads representative of an upper wing cover load envelope. Local skin buckling is constrained not to occur below 87% of ultimate compression design load (equivalent to 130% limit load). Plastic material behaviour is also constrained not to occur below 66% of ultimate compression design load (equivalent to 100% limit load). For all design cases the panel length is fixed at 500mm, representative of typical wing rib pitch. Additionally, a minimum thickness constraint of 2mm is enforced on all panel thicknesses (skin, BCF and stringer elements) representative of current production limitations. Considering that the minimum stringer pitch on a tapered wing structure can vary based on manufacture and assembly requirements, the panel designs are optimised for two different minimum primary stringer pitch constraints: 100mm, typical of integral stiffened panel structures, and 125mm which is typical of built up riveted stiffened panel structures. To accommodate stiffened panels of varying primary stringer pitch the optimised panel mass is normalised, and presented, as cross sectional area per unit width.

Design Load and Stringer Pitch Sensitivity

Figure 7 presents the minimum mass designs for AL-DT T-stiffened panels, both with and without skin bay BCF, subject to a minimum stringer pitch constraint of 125mm. Comparing the optimal panel masses of conventional panel designs to those with skin BCF it is evident that for compression loading between 500 and 2500 N/mm the BCF designs are consistently lighter than conventional panel designs. Within this loading range, the relative weight savings of a BCF panel over a conventional panel is dependent on the magnitude of loading. Examining in detail individual designs, potential weight savings of greater than 15% are found between 100-1500 N/mm. As compression loading increases beyond this point the mass reductions associated with the introduction of skin BCF reduce. Similar behaviour is present when comparing conventional and BCF panel designs with a minimum stringer pitch of 100mm, Figure 8, where weight savings of greater than 10% are observed between 1000 and 1250 N/mm, with mass savings reducing as compression load increases beyond this point. Examining together Figure 7 and 8 it is evident that the weight savings of a BCF panel over a conventional panel is dependent on both the magnitude of loading and the
minimum primary stringer pitch. For compression loading intensities greater than 2750 N/mm the optimal panel masses are consistent, with minimal variation in weight associated with a change in primary stringer pitch or the introduction of skin BCF. For loading intensities in the range 500-2750 N/mm the optimal panel masses are sensitive to both primary stringer pitch and the presence of skin BCF. Within this range the conventional stiffened panels with a minimum stringer pitch of 100mm are consistently lighter than conventional panels with a minimum pitch of 125mm. These weight reductions are maximised at a compression loading of 1500 N/mm where the conventional 100mm stringer pitch panel is 12.2% lighter than the equivalent conventional panel with a stringer pitch of 125mm.

The varying sensitivity of BCF performance to load is associated with the variation in failure mechanisms. Inspection of the critical failure modes across the studied design space indicates that at higher levels of compression loading (>2000 N/mm) the panel designs are primarily driven by material yielding criteria. Stringer cross section crippling and combined yielding and flexure behaviour dominate the failure mechanisms. As compression loading decreases (<2000 N/mm) local skin instability criteria become increasingly prevalent in driving the panel designs. Thus the benefits associated with skin BCF are proportional to the relative influence of local stability failure criteria. For low to mid-level compression loading the local stability requirements are particularly critical and BCF technology can offer significant mass reductions.

Considering the sensitivity of the conventional panel mass to primary stringer pitch, the optimal panels with skin bay BCF appear relatively insensitive to the minimum primary stringer pitch constraint. Examining individual designs, for all conventional panel designs the optimally sized primary stringer pitch corresponds to that defined by the minimum pitch constraint. Driven by the requirement to satisfy local skin instability criteria the conventional panel designs tend towards the minimum primary stringer pitch allowed. Increasing the minimum stringer pitch directly translates into a thicker skin section, culminating in a heavier panel design. When considering the panel designs with skin BCF, however, an increase in minimum primary stringer pitch does not always require an increase in skin mass to satisfy the instability design criteria. The stability tailoring attributes of BCF technology allow the local instability design criteria to be satisfied through various combinations of equivalent mass skin bay geometries, incorporating either 100mm or 125mm primary stringer pitch options. As a consequence, the mass of optimal BCF panel designs with 100mm and 125mm minimum primary stringer constraints are relatively similar.

| Table 3 | Materials and associated properties used in the panel and wing cover design studies |
Material Sensitivity

To evaluate the effect of material properties stiffened panels were also optimised using both the AL-DT and AL-HS materials, with a minimum primary stringer pitch of 125mm. Table 3 presents the key material mechanical properties and figure 9 presents the minimum mass designs. Figure 9 demonstrates that the relative impact of skin BCF on optimal panel mass is also sensitive to material properties, with the degree of sensitivity dependent on the particular design loads. When considering the conventional designs, the panel masses are relatively insensitive to the particular material selection to a load level of 1750 N/mm. Examining the BCF panel designs a similar pattern is found, with optimal panel mass insensitive up to a load level of 1250 N/mm. Considering individual designs, the maximum mass differences between the conventional and BCF panel designs are 17.6% and 18.4%, for AL-DT and AL-HS respectively. The compressive load intensity at which these maximum weight savings occur varies with the material, with the maximum mass difference occurring at 1000N/mm and 1750N/mm, with AL-DT and AL-HS respectively. Additionally, the choice of material also influences the point at which panels with skin BCF offer no weight reductions over conventional panels. The load at which the conventional and BCF panel masses are equivalent are 2500N/mm and 3250N/mm, with AL-DT and AL-HS respectively.

Again, inspection of the panel critical failure mechanisms across the investigated design space can explain the varying sensitivity of BCF effectiveness to material. At relatively low loading (<1250 N/mm) initial skin buckling and stringer flexural instability are the prominent critical failure mechanisms for both conventional and BCF panel designs. For highly loaded conditions (>3250 N/mm) all conventional and BCF panel designs are dominated by material limiting failure criteria such as stringer crippling and/or skin bay yielding. In the intermediate loading range (1250-3250N/mm) the sensitivity is dependent on when the critical failure mechanisms transition from stability criteria to material yielding criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Modulus E (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress σy (MPa)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL-DT</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL-HS</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL-7150</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>2823</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. Wing Cover Case Study

The following section presents two case studies that assess how the weight reducing potential of BCF technology observed at individual panel level translates onto a global wing structure. Each case study uses the validated BCF design methodology [4] to size a complete upper wing cover. The wing cover sized in Case Study A is representative of a single aisle commercial aircraft wing and Case Study B sizes a wing cover representative of a smaller business jet aircraft. Figure 10 presents the compression loading distribution for Case Study A. The compression loads range from 1000N/mm to 4800N/mm, the accompanying shear loads range from 100N/mm to 500N/mm, and the tension loads range from 500N/mm to 3000N/mm. In Case Study B the compression loads range from 300N/mm to 2700N/mm, Figure 10, and the shear and tension loads range from 100N/mm to 400N/mm, and from 300N/mm to 2250N/mm respectively. The wing covers will be sized using AL-7150 T7751 (representing material technology employed in aircraft currently in production) and AL-HS (representing next generation material technology). The studies will create wing cover designs with and without skin BCF and with varying minimum stringer pitch constraints of 100mm and 125mm.

Case Study A: Commercial Aircraft Wing Cover

Table 4 presents the wing cover mass for the larger commercial wingbox (Case A), sized with various combinations of materials, BCF application and minimum primary stringer pitch. The sized wing cover masses range from 519.1kg (AL-7150 material, conventional skin bay and 125mm minimum stringer pitch) to 421.6kg (AL-HS material, with skin BCF and minimum stringer pitch of 100mm). When comparing the two material options, all AL-HS designs are consistently lighter than all AL-7150 designs. All designs using skin BCF technology are lighter than their equivalent conventional designs. Wing cover mass is also influenced by the minimum primary stringer pitch constraint. When directly comparing designs of equivalent material and skin BCF application, those with 100mm minimum stringer pitch constraint are consistently lighter than those with 125mm minimum pitch constraint.

Table 4 Summary of commercial wing cover mass, including mass difference between corresponding conventional (Conv.) and BCF designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum stringer pitch, mm</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>% difference</th>
<th>125</th>
<th>% difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conv. Skin configuration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCF skin configuration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Summary of business jet wing cover mass, including mass difference between corresponding conventional (Conv.) and BCF designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum stringer pitch, mm</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>125</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conv. Skin configuration</td>
<td>BCF skin configuration</td>
<td>% difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL-7150 wing cover mass, kg</td>
<td>511.3</td>
<td>494.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL-HS wing cover mass, kg</td>
<td>430.5</td>
<td>421.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case Study B: Business Jet Wing Cover

Table 5 presents the wing cover mass for the smaller business jet wingbox (Case B). When comparing the two material options, all AL-HS designs are again consistently lighter than all AL-7150 designs. Weight savings offered by the AL-HS material option range from 12.1% (direct comparison of conventional designs with the 125mm minimum stringer pitch constraint) through to 20.2% (direct comparison of BCF skin bay designs with the 100mm minimum stringer pitch constraint). Again all BCF designs are lighter than their equivalent conventional designs. Similar to Case Study A, when directly comparing designs of equivalent material and skin BCF application, those with the 100mm minimum stringer pitch constraint are consistently lighter than those with the 125mm minimum pitch constraint.

Comparison of Wing Cover Applications
Studying both example wing cover applications, the application of skin bay BCF consistently offers potential weight saving benefits, where the magnitude of the mass savings are dependent on both material choice and primary stringer pitch constraints. For all combinations of materials and stringer pitch constraints, the mass reductions attributed to adding skin BCF over equivalent conventional skin designs is greater in Case Study B. Comparing equivalent designs with and without BCF technology, a maximum predicted weight saving of 13.5% is observed in Case B compared to a maximum weight saving of 3.3% observed in Case A. Considering the relationships identified on the local panel level study the difference between the two target wingbox applications appears directly related to the range and distribution of compression design loads on the respective wing covers. The panel level study indicates that the introduction of BCF technology is ineffective when compression loading exceeds a particular level (dependent on material and primary stringer pitch constraints).

Figure 11 presents the distribution of mass differences across the entire upper wing cover for both the AL-7150 and AL-HS designs with a minimum primary stringer pitch constraint. Over the global wing cover there is a clear variation in localised predicted weight savings associated with the introduction of skin BCF. In the central region of the wing cover where compression loads are relatively high, the presence of skin BCF is relatively ineffective and offers minimal, if any, reduction in local panel mass. Towards the wing root and wing tip where compression loads are lower, the local predicted weight savings are significantly higher. On an individual panel level, local panel mass reductions of up to 17.8% on the AL-HS wing cover, and up to 17.6% on the AL-7150 wing cover are predicted. However, when combined with the apparent ineffectiveness of skin BCF technology in the higher loaded regions, the global averaged wing cover mass reduction is lower. In contrast, the distribution of lower loads on the Case B wing cover results in relatively high individual panel mass reductions predicted on all regions of the wing cover, culminating in a high total wing cover mass reduction observed when introducing skin BCF.

VI. Conclusions

Previous work has demonstrated the potential to introduce skin bay Buckling Containment Features to increase the local stability and static strength performance of thin gauge structural components such as aircraft fuselage panels. The work presented in this paper, for the first time demonstrates, through experimental and analytical analysis and
design, the potential of introducing Buckling Containment Features to improve the static strength performance, and thus reduce the weight, of thick gauge structural panel components such as those found on an aircraft wing box.

The experimental work focused on the sub-component level and examined the performance of thick gauge panels. To this end, four aluminium alloy specimens were designed, manufactured and tested to perform at an ultimate design load of 1500 N/mm. The experimental work demonstrates the potential of panels with BCF to match the performance of their equivalent conventional counterparts while being up to 11.1% lighter. Additionally, the experimental results validate the ability of previously developed analytical analysis methods to accurately predict the initial skin buckling and ultimate collapse performance of thick gauge panels with BCF.

Expanded panel analysis using the validated methodology highlights the sensitivity of BCF performance and weight saving effectiveness to both compression design loads and the material properties of the panel designs. The effectiveness of introducing BCF in reducing panel mass is maximised for compression loading between 1250 N/mm and 2000 N/mm, where local panel mass savings of up to 18.4% are possible. For compression loads greater than 2750 N/mm the introduction of skin BCF appears ineffective in reducing panel weight, with the transition of panel critical failure mechanisms from stability criteria to material yielding criteria being the limiting factor. BCF effectiveness is also predicted to improve by using higher performing materials, with the increased compressive stiffness and yield strength of advanced aluminium-copper-lithium alloys offering both greater magnitudes of mass savings and increasing the range of compression loads where BCF is effective.

Finally, two case studies evaluated the potential impact of introducing skin BCF technology on a global wing box structure by sizing the upper wing covers of both a single aisle commercial aircraft and a business jet aircraft. The addition of skin BCF offers a potential global cover weight saving of up to 13.5% on the smaller business jet wing, and a weight saving of up to 3.3% on the larger single aisle wing. Variation in global wing impact appears dependent on the distribution of compression design loads on the respective wing covers, with the BCF appearing particularly ineffective on highly loaded regions of the single aisle wing cover, yet proving effective over the entire business jet wing cover.
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Fig. 1 Conventional and BCF wing cover panel specimens.
Fig. 2 Contours of initial specimen skin out-of-plane displacement.
Fig. 3 Specimen in test fixture as viewed from the stiffener side
Fig. 4 Experimental load versus end-shortening curves for all four test specimens
Fig. 5 Experimentally captured skin initial buckling mode forms
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Fig. 6 Visual captures of experimental specimen ultimate failure mode
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Fig. 7 Variation of optimised AL-DT panel mass (Cross-sectional area per unit width) with compression design loads.
Fig. 8 Comparison of optimised conventional and BCF AL-DT panel mass (Cross-sectional area per unit width) for varying primary stringer pitch.
Fig. 9  Comparison of AL-HS and AL-DT optimised panel mass (Cross-sectional area per unit width).
**Fig. 10** Distribution of ultimate compression design loads for the commercial upper wing cover (a) and business jet upper wing cover (b) case studies.

**Fig. 11** Distribution of panel percentage weight savings for (a) AL-7150 and (b) AL-HS materials.